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Doctors rarely discuss risks of cancer screening
www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/21/us-doctors-cancer-idUSBRE99K0WS20131021  
By Genevra Pittman
NEW YORK Mon Oct 21, 2013 4:07pm EDT
 
(Reuters Health) - Doctors seldom tell patients about the possible harms of getting screened for
cancer, a new study shows.
 
During any screening test, there is a chance of so-called overdiagnosis - finding something that
looks like cancer but isn't, or a cancer that's so small and slow-growing it would never cause a
problem.
 
In those cases, patients may get biopsies, surgeries, radiation and drugs that won't bring them
any benefit, but could come with side effects, known as overtreatment.
 
"Usually when you talk to your doctor, you only learn about the benefits," said Odette Wegwarth.
She led the study at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin.
 
"Nobody questions whether there could potentially be any harm," Wegwarth said.
 
The chance of overdiagnosis and overtreatment varies from one screening test to another and
isn't always known.
 
With PSA tests to detect prostate cancer and mammograms for breast cancer, there are 10 or
more cases of overdiagnosis for each life saved, the researchers write.
 
Wegwarth and her co-author Gerd Gigerenzer surveyed 317 American adults in their 50s and
60s. All of those people had been invited to undergo cancer screening by their doctors in the past.
None had been diagnosed with cancer.
 
Just 30 of the participants - less than one in 10 - said their doctor had brought up the chance of
overdiagnosis and overtreatment when talking about screening. But 80 percent said they would
want to be told about those potential harms.
 
It's possible some people in the study were told about overdiagnosis, but they don't remember it
or doctors talked over their heads, said David Howard, a health policy researcher at Emory
University in Atlanta, who was not involved in the new study.
 
But he also said many doctors probably aren't bringing up the risks of screening.
 
"Many doctors themselves may be vaguely aware of the concept of overdiagnosis, but unaware of
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the magnitude or unable to quantify the risk," he told Reuters Health.
 
"I can also imagine physicians being wary of introducing the topic because it also prolongs the
visit ... and out of concern that patients might not be able to understand it."
 
Most people in the study said they would continue with cancer checks they were already receiving
regularly if they learned 10 people would be overtreated for each life saved by the test.
 
But 69 percent would not start a new screening test that had those odds, according to the findings
published in JAMA Internal Medicine.
 
Wegwarth said people seem to have "an emotional attachment" to screening tests they get
regularly.
 
"It's probably really difficult to make people understand that the screening they believe in can be
sometimes bad too," she told Reuters Health. "They believe in what they have been taught and
told."
 
But just about everything in medicine comes with a downside, Wegwarth said.
 
For patients, Howard recommended "going into the conversation with the physician being ready
to ask questions."
 
Dr. H. Gilbert Welch from The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice in
Lebanon, New Hampshire, advised seeking out information about overdiagnosis even before
going to the doctor.
 
"This is not a simple discussion," Welch, who wrote a commentary published with the study, told
Reuters Health.
 
"The truth is these are complex enough issues that the patients need some time with these ideas
before they come to the doctor's office."
 
SOURCE: bit.ly/KEPNSw JAMA Internal Medicine, online October 21, 2013.
 
"Overdiagnosis and Overtreatment: Evaluation of What Physicians Tell Their Patients About
Screening Harms,"
www.healthnewsreview.org/2013/10/when-doctors-dont-discuss-harms-of-screening-tests-with-
patients
   

Breast Cancer Options Upcoming Events

METASTATIC BREAST CANCER MEETING 
Saturday, December 14th from noon-2 pm
  
Breast Cancer Options will hold the metastatic breast cancer group meeting on
Saturday, December 14th from 12am to 2 at St Luke's Cornwall Hospital's, Cornwall
campus. The meeting room is on the second floor next to the infusion suite. The
address is: 19 Laurel Ave, Cornwall, NY.

If you do want to attend please let us know by Wednesday so we can order enough
lunches. Also if you need to carpool please call.    
 
845/389-2216 or   hope@breastcanceroptions.org 
 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18: Support group meeting  
Cornwall at St. Luke's Cornwall Hospital- Orange County 
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Cornwall at St. Luke's Cornwall Hospital- Orange County 
19 Laurel Ave., Conference Rm B

  Registration is required- We will not reserve the room if we do not hear from you.
  845/339-4673 or hopenemiroff@yahoo.com
 

FREE ACUPUNCTURE CLINICS:
If you have been diagnosed with breast cancer and are going through breast
cancer treatment or suffering from treatment side effects YOU CAN RECEIVE
FREE ACUPUNCTURE.  
Funded by a grant from the Miles of Hope Breast Cancer Foundation.  
 
Locations in the counties of: ULSTER; DUTCHESS; COLUMBIA; ORANGE; SULLIVAN;
GREENE; PUTNAM.                      
For information:845-339-4673     hopenemiroff@yahoo.com  
 

SAVE THE DATE 
Our next Complementary Medicine Conference  

is being held Sunday, April 27th, 2014 at SUNY New Paltz 

Breast Cancer Options
101 Hurley Ave., Suite 10

Kingston NY 12401
845/339-4673

www.breastcanceroptions.org
hope@breastcanceroptions.org 
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